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FINAL EXAMINATION 
(Total Time: 3½  hours)

General Instructions

1.  	Please answer each of the four questions in a different blue book.   Remember to 
number each blue book or typed page, and to write your anonymous exam number 
on the cover of each blue book or in the upper right corner of each typed page.

2.  	This is a open-book examination. You may refer to any outside sources. 

3. 	You will have 3½ hours to answer the entire exam.  I have indicated approximate time 
allocations for each question (with an additional 15 minutes to spare), and my grading 
calculations will be weighted accordingly.  Think quality and clarity, not quantity!  Extra 
time spent organizing your answers and writing legibly is time well spent.

4. 	Your answer should apply the common law or statutory law as necessary or appropriate.  
When you refer to common law or statutory authority, describe the authority only in the 
detail necessary to make your point.  Do not discuss unnecessary legal principles.  If 
additional facts are necessary to address any issue, make the appropriate assumptions and 
state them in your answer.  Do not create unnecessary facts.

5. 	I will make frequent visits to the exam room in case there are any problems.  Do not 
contact me (or another student) simply for assistance with a question.  Deal with any 
ambiguities or uncertainties in a question by referring to them in your answer.

6.	When you are finished, place this entire exam and your additional blue books inside 
your first blue book.  Make sure you have signed the pledge, and place the entire 
package in the box in the front of the classroom.

7.	Thank you for a wonderful semester, and good luck!



General Fact Applicable to All Questions

	Unless otherwise expressly stated in the question, all events occurred in the 
State of Oliwood, which has adopted in its criminal code all of the provisions of 
the Model Penal Code that we have discussed in class.

Question 1    (35 minutes)

	Josephine Sleepy, agreeing to babysit as a favor to her sister, has taken her 7-year-old 
nephew Joey to the local park.  Telling the young boy he should stay away from the pond at the 
edge of the park, Ms. Sleepy keeps a close eye on him as he plays and runs around the grounds. 

	Unfortunately, Ms. Sleepy suffers from narcolepsy, a “disorder characterized by sudden 
and uncontrollable, though often brief, attacks of deep sleep.”11 The American Heritage College Dictionary (3d ed. 1993)  And, sadly, she has a narcoleptic 
attack just as little Joey starts heading toward the pond.  Running after some ducks, little Joey 
trips on a rock, bumps his head and rolls into the pond.

	Within a few minutes, Ms. Sleepy awakes and becomes panicked when she cannot find 
Joey.  Fearing the worst, she heads toward the pond and sees a person wading out of the pond 
with little Joey in his arms.  Though an off-duty medic tried to revive the child, tragically, he 
drowned.  Once it’s clear the boy is dead, a distraught Ms. Sleepy exclaims, “It’s all my fault.  
Once I agreed to babysit, I should have taken an extra dose of my narcolepsy medicine.”

	The Oliwood prosecutor has decided to charge Ms. Sleepy with negligent homicide, 
Oliwood Criminal Code § 210.4.  You represent Ms. Sleepy and want to use every reasonable 
theory you can think of to defend her.  Please discuss the arguments you will make on her behalf, 
and candidly assess whether any of these arguments are likely to be successful.  



Question 2    (40 minutes)

Oliwood Criminal Code § 555.21.  No person shall sell beer or any other intoxicating liquor 
to any person under 21 years of age.  Violators of this statute, upon a first offense, shall be fined 
not more than $1000, and/or be required to do not more than 50 hours of community service.

	Joseph Merchant, who operates a liquor store near the local university, has a reputation 
for selling alcohol to underage persons.  Beau Younger, a large and mature looking 19-year-old 
student at Oliwood State, enters Merchant’s store seeking a bottle of rum.  Based on Younger’s 
appearance, Merchant believes that Younger is in his mid 20s.  But, knowing that the police are 
watching his every move, Merchant asks Younger for some identification.  Younger reacts by 
shouting, “Damn, I’m 25 years old, and I’m sick and tired of getting carded.  You just better give 
me the booze or else I may have to rough you and this joint up.”  Not wanting any trouble, 
Merchant sells Younger the rum.  The police find out Younger’s true age as he leave the store, 
and they arrest Merchant for violating Oliwood Criminal Code § 555.21. 

	Joseph Merchant has retained you to defend him.  Prepare a brief memorandum 
discussing and assessing the issues you expect to raise in your defense of Mr. Merchant.

Question 3    (35 minutes)

	Hello, as the Oliwood District Attorney, let me welcome you on your second day as an 
Oliwood assistant prosecutor and let me tell you about a case I need your help with:

	Joseph Pushy is a 30-year-old male who has committed a series of sexual offenses.  As a 
high school senior, he was convicted of Seducing a Minor for having “consensual” sex with a 12-year-old girl.  As a college sophomore, he pled guilty to Sexual Assault when, as part of a 
fraternity stunt, he drugged a woman and took nude pictures of her while she was unconscious.  
In his senior year, he was accused of rape by a woman he was dating, though the charge was 
dropped when his accuser opted to move rather than testify at a trial.  That same year, however,  
Pushy was convicted of child pornography after he and his roommate were discovered enticing 
local school children to pose nude for pictures they later sold to their fraternity brothers.

	Joe Pushy served 6 years of the 10-year prison term he received following his child 
pornography conviction.  He was released early in part because, according to parole authorities, 
he “successfully completed sexual offender therapy” and “has demonstrated a sincere interest in 
becoming a law-abiding and productive member of society.”

	But Pushy returned to a society very unaccepting of a repeat sex offender.  Though Pushy 
is bright and hard-working, few employers were willing to hire him after learning of his 
background.  Friends were similarly hard to come by, as Pushy was able to maintain a 
relationship only as long as he could keep his past a secret.  Stuck in a menial job with only other 
ex-convicts as associates, Pushy soon turned to drugs and alcohol for comfort.  Though he had 
never been a violent person, as a result of his addictions, Pushy soon grew very aggressive in his 
encounters.  Still, the sexual offender therapy he received in prison was apparently effective, as 
he avoided any sexual misconduct charges for over 3 years.

	But Pushy ultimately returned to trouble.  At the end of a blind date set up by an old 
fraternity brother, Pushy convinced his companion to come to his apartment for a “nightcap.”  
Liking his date, Pushy decided to tell her about his past, hopeful that she would appreciate his 
honesty.  (To summon up the courage to tell her the truth, however, Pushy quickly downed 4 
shots of scotch, after having already consumed 3 glasses of wine at dinner).  To his dismay, 
Pushy did not get the reaction he had hoped from his date, as she called him a pervert and started 
to leave as soon as she heard his life story.  Frustrated and angry, Pushy decided to take matters 
into his own hands.  He grabbed his date, pushed her on his bed, tore off her clothes and forced 
her to have intercourse.

	Though at a trial Pushy claimed this encounter was consensual, a jury found otherwise 
and last week convicted him of rape.  In preparation for sentencing, Judge Wise has informed the 
parties that he is considering a novel sentencing term.  Specifically, Judge Wise has told us that, 
in addition to the required lengthy term of imprisonment (which by statute has to be at least 10 
years), he is also considering “chemical castration,” a punishment recently made available under 
Oliwood’s new Repeat Sexual Offender Act.   “Chemical castration” involves administering a 
testosterone-reducing drug regime that virtually eliminates a man’s sex drive.

	A number of jurisdictions have experimented with various forms of chemical castration 
for sex offenders, with varying success.  This punishment has been sanctioned by the Oliwood 
legislature only for repeat sex offenders and only at very high doses (which have proved the most 
effective in other jurisdictions).  By virtue of his criminal record and his current crime, Joe Pushy 
is eligible for this novel punishment.  

	According to medical literature and studies from other states, chemical castration at high 
doses seems to reduce the likelihood that a typical “repeat sexual offender” will commit any 
further sexual offenses by 75%.  These studies also show, however, that chemical castration at 
high doses completely eliminates an offender’s prospects for a normal or healthy sex life.

	We have other lawyers in this office researching possible constitutional problems with 
Judge Wise’s proposed sentence, and you should not be concerned with any constitutional issues.  
Rather, I want you to focus your attention on the various theoretical arguments that can be made 
in support of, or in opposition to, the novel punishment that Judge Wise is considering.  Since 
our ultimate obligation as prosecutors is to seek just results, please prepare a memorandum 
which, through a detailed application of the major theoretical justifications for punishment, 
outlines and discusses arguments in favor of and against this punishment.




Question 4    (85 minutes)

	Hello, as the Oliwood District Attorney, let me welcome you on your first day as an 
Oliwood assistant prosecutor and let me tell you about a case I need your help with:

	Dr. Joseph Plot is a scientist at Oliwood State University.  Dr. Plot has devoted his life to 
DNA research, but has worked completely in the shadow of his contemporary Dr. Grant Better, a 
world-renowned DNA scientist at Ohio State University.  (Dr. Plot is convinced that Dr. Better 
has achieved far greater acclaim only because other scientists assume that all DNA advances 
from “OSU” are the result of Dr. Better’s work at Ohio State, even though many have been the 
product of Dr. Plot’s work at Oliwood State.)

	Dr. Plot’s resentment reached an all-time high when he heard that Dr. Better was on a 
short list of nominees being considered for a Nobel Prize in Science.  Convinced that Dr. Better 
was completely undeserving of such recognition, Dr. Plot thought it was time for Dr. Better to 
have some trouble with his research.  Specifically, Dr. Plot decide that he would burn down Dr. 
Better’s laboratory, which would destroy all of his prized research.

	Wanting to avoid endangering any lives, Dr. Plot planned on breaking into Dr. Better’s 
lab late at night when no one was likely to be around.  Knowing that Dr. Better’s laboratory was 
located in its own separate building, Dr. Plot figured that his plan to torch Dr. Better’s laboratory 
presented no risk to human life even if the entire building burned.  Thus, very late one night, Dr. 
Plot drove from his home in Oliwood to Dr. Better’s laboratory in Ohio, bringing two full 
gasoline cans and a box of matches in the trunk of his car.

	Dr. Plot hoped to gain entrance into Dr. Better’s building by picking the front door lock.  
However, as he approached the entrance with gas cans and matches in hand, Dr. Plot saw a 
young fellow exiting the building.  This person, Jeremiah Helper, was Dr. Better’s chief assistant 
and had been helping Dr. Better with his research for nearly 40 hours straight (without any sleep).  
Groggy and tired, Mr. Helper saw the approaching Dr. Plot and asked who he was.  Hoping a lie 
might gain him access, Dr. Plot said that he was an emergency research assistant just hired by Dr. 
Better, and that he was bringing gasoline to the lab for a new experimental protocol.  This 
sounded very peculiar to Mr. Helper, but he was too tired to inquire further and he figured that 
Dr. Better (who was still inside) could best handle this person.  Saying that Dr. Better would 
surely welcome any assistance, Mr. Helper held open the front door to the building to allow Dr. 
Plot to enter, and then Mr. Helper departed for his parents’ house in neighboring Oliwood.

	Dr. Plot was thrilled to have gained entrance to the building so easily, though his 
encounter with Mr. Helper made Dr. Plot suspect that Dr. Better was in the building.  Thus, as he 
was heading toward the main laboratory, Dr. Plot repeatedly called out to see if anyone was 
there.  Getting no response, Dr. Plot started pouring gasoline over all of Dr. Better’s equipment 
and files, cursing Dr. Better the whole time.  After pouring out most of the gasoline, Dr. Plot lit a 
match and began the blaze at the very back of the laboratory.  Dr. Plot then rushed out of the lab 
and headed toward the building’s front door to make his escape.


	But as Dr. Plot entered the front hallway, a side door next to the building’s entrance 
suddenly burst open.  Out jumped Dr. Better, who had been hiding in his storeroom since hearing Dr. Plot enter the building.  Enraged by Dr. Plot’s sabotage, Dr. Better was now blocking Dr. 
Plot’s route of escape.  Wielding a huge knife that he had taken from his storeroom, Dr. Better 
yelled out, “I will kill you for ruining my life’s work,” and he charged furiously at Dr. Plot.

	Reacting swiftly, Dr. Plot opened one of the a gas cans which was still partially full and 
threw gasoline at the on-coming Dr. Better.  The gasoline hit Dr. Better in the face, downing him 
for a moment and soaking his hair and clothing.  Seeing Dr. Better down but not out, Dr. Plot 
seized that moment to sprint past Dr. Better and out the front door of the building.  Stunned and 
now extra flammable, Dr. Better was unable to follow Dr. Plot out the door before being 
engulfed by flames.  Dr. Better was fatally burned, and his laboratory building was completely 
destroyed, before firefighters were able to arrive on the scene and extinguish the blaze.

	Fortunately, a camera in a bank across from Dr. Better’s building had filmed the arrival 
and departure of Dr. Plot on the fateful night.  The day after the incident, Dr. Plot was arrested.

	We should have no trouble convicting Dr. Plot of various arson crimes.  But we also want 
to hold him liable for the death of Dr. Better.  We also think Mr. Helper may be at least partially 
responsible for Dr. Better’s death.  Thus, the question that faces us is whether, and in what 
manner, we can charge either or both of them with homicide.  This is a particularly important and 
difficult question because the interstate nature of this crime means we could file charges in Ohio 
or Oliwood.  We thus want to know about potential homicide liability in both jurisdictions.

	Specifically, please prepare a memorandum which addresses:

	(1) the highest grade of homicide we could reasonably argue for if Dr. Plot is (a) charged 
in Ohio, or (b) charged in Oliwood.  Be sure to discuss all possible means/theories (and their key 
elements) for establishing this grade of homicide.  Also be sure to note what difficulties (in terms 
of the elements of the offense or possible defenses) such a case would likely present.

	(2) the lowest grade of homicide (or even no homicide liability at all) that Dr. Plot could 
reasonably argue for if he is (a) charged in Ohio, or (b) charged in Oliwood.  Again, be sure to 
discuss all the key elements to Dr. Plot’s arguments and what difficulties he might encounter.

	(3) whether and how Mr. Helper could reasonably be charged for any grade of homicide 
(either as an accomplice or directly) in (a) Ohio, or (b) Oliwood.

	As you know, Oliwood has fully adopted the Model Penal Code’s statutory provisions on 
homicide, the defensive use of force, and accomplice liability.  But Ohio has its own distinct 
statutory provisions for homicide and accomplice liability, and Ohio has retained common law 
rules concerning the use of force in self-defense.  Accordingly, because the laws of Ohio and 
Oliwood are different in many particulars, your memorandum will probably be most clear and 
helpful if it separately analyzes the law of  each jurisdiction in distinct sections (or sub-sections).
END OF EXAM
